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Abstract: The article called "Using artificial intelligence for the support of strategic management" is
aimed at two contemporary modern disciplines. However, primarily it is devoted to applications of
prospective methods of an artificial intelligence which, in common applications, will substitute classical
mathematical methods in decision-making of the management of a company. These new analytical methods
will be based on soft computing which at present is represented mainly by neural networks, genetic
algorithms and fuzzy logic.
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Proposal of AI exploitation for support of strategic management

From economical analytical methods and methods of AI, some procedures can be used for
improving strategic management analysis. If actual facilities provide partly analyzed information from
databases, we could use this information for another analysis by means of AI. We can use aggregation
of separate information and in this way gain new knowledge which separate information couldn´t give.
Block diagram of imaginary system is in the figure 1.
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Fig.1: Data flow graph of analytical AI subsystem.
In this article I will use analytical methods principally allowing analysis of data. I will also
prefer an application of methods of soft computing which are more prospective than conventional
mathematic methods. For the proposal of application I chose the following soft-computing methods:
• fuzzy logic,
• neural network,
• evolutionary methods.
The above mentioned methods were also chosen for the reason of the existence of advanced computer
programmes which we could use for creation of new analytical applications.
1.1

Method of data gathering and data analysis

The primary problem of analysis of data is data acquisition from various information sources.
Present-day BI systems using data warehouse and that is why I assume that I will use the proposed
data warehouse as a main information source. For exploitation of all the advantages of AI I must use
several different information sources. The system has to be designed for synthesis of information from
the data warehouse which is derived from several different information sources (KACER, 2000).
There are three methods of data acquisition. The first information source is business IS
includes financial, accounting and service data stored in service database. The second information
source is human expert providing their knowledge acquired by long term learning, experience and
intuition. The last acceptable information source is the internet. All the mentioned data are separately
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stored in a service database and from there they are uploaded to data warehouse. Data stored in the
data warehouse are transferred to the module of aggregation of information and the result information
from this analytic module will represent new requested information.
The module of aggregation of information has to be behind the modules of identification of
quantities from different information sources. Each module of identification will be a source of
information for the aggregation module. The reason for the location of identification modules in front
of the aggregation module is that we will use different rules and principles for the primary analysis of
the three separated kinds of knowledge from service database, internet and a human expert. The
principles of analysis will use neural network, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms.
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Fig.2: Block diagram of aggregation.
Every information source creates its “estimation” to the analyzed information. Information
from separate information sources are transferred to the aggregation module. The block diagram of
aggregation is in figure 3. The figure shows that contributions from information sources are described
by p(m,v) function. Quantity m is the new knowledge and quantity v carries supplemental information.

p1=[m1,ν1]

p2=[m2,ν2]
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Data
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Fig.3: Scheme of aggregation information.
The output of the aggregation module is the aggregate value of knowledge quantity M and total
value of knowledge credibility V. In this case there is a particular analogy with Bayse´s and Kalman´s
approach to description. We take every information source as a member of a team and these
information sources have different opinions and weights of opinions in the team.
We can see in figure 3 that for one data passage through the aggregation module can be defined
the aggregation function:
P=A[p1, p2, p3],
where p1, p2, p3 are supplies from different information sources and P is the statement which is gained
by aggregation of p supplies.
I choose the fuzzy system for the aggregation of information. Supplies from different
information sources are defined by fuzzy sets Pi≡{mi,di} which use triangular membership function in
universe M – i.e. rates of the specific knowledge. The centre mi of the fuzzy set Pi corresponds with
the rates of the specific knowledge. The size of the triangular basis is 2.di, and

di =

1 −ν i

(1)

νi

and νi is total value of knowledge credibility.
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Fig.4: Fuzzy aggregation.
Figure 4 shows the aggregation principle of two supplies from different information sources
and their rates of knowledge quantity (m1,m2) with rates of knowledge credibility (ν1,ν2 as d1,d2). The
result of aggregation is P≡{m,d}, which represents the final statement.
For the aggregation of the information from two information sources are defined figures 4.
Information sources are described by fuzzy sets P1,P2 and by these fuzzy sets we compute parameters
of the output fuzzy set P≡{m,d}. Parameter m is the value of knowledge quantity and d is the error of
the m.
m=

d1
d2
⋅ m1 +
⋅ m2 ,
d 1+ d 2
d1 + d 2

(2)

d=

d1 ⋅ d 2
d1 + d 2 ,

(3)

ν=

ν − 2 ⋅ν 1 ⋅ν 2 + ν 2
d1 + d 2
1
= 1
=
.
1 − ν 1 ⋅ν 2
d + 1 d1 + d1 ⋅ d 2 + d 2

(4)

We calculate the rates of specific knowledge by the above mentioned figure 4 at first for two
information sources. Figure 4 defines rates of knowledge credibility of specific knowledge only for
two information sources. The resulting rates are aggregated with figures of the third information
source. The results of all aggregations are the total rates of the specific knowledge and rates of
knowledge credibility.
Aggregation function is:
P=A[p3, A[p2, p1]].
The aggregate P does not depend on the sequence of determination of subdata Pi. We can see
that the total rate of knowledge credibility depends on the rates of knowledge credibility which are
defined by the human expert. Hence we use an evaluative system as an open system with possibilities
of adjustment and data insertion.

2

Product portfolio analysis

In the previous part of article, I described the method of information aggregation. The
information is identified by modules exploiting expert knowledge and artificial intelligence. These
modules evaluate the entry components of analysis and for evaluation use sector analyses of data from
different data resources. Sector analyses differ in accordance with the type and characteristics of the
analyzed components.
Management of company uses the BCG Growth / Market Share Portfolio Matrix and Business
Strategy Matrix for strategic decision making. These matrixes can show the state of our company in
the sphere of business and attractive force of our products. We have to determine at first the rates of
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components and using these, we will determine the state of company in suitable graphs. The table of
components representing the industry attractive force (KEŘKOVSKÝ, 2003) is:
Components
Growth rate of market
Volume of market
Periodicity and seasonality of
market
Inflation
Technological requirements
Primary commodities costs
State regulation
Company location
Gross income in past
Economic swings
Total

Industry attractiveness
Weight of the component Assessment the of component Component value

Variables identified
by artificial
intelligence

1

Tab.1: Table of important components representing the industry attractiveness.
The table of the most important components representing enterprise strength can have this
form:
Components
Market share
Growth of market share
Quality of products
Loyalty of clients
System of distribution
Standard of marketing
Standard of financial resources
Efficiency of production
Our costs in face of costs of
competitors
Technological capabilities
Research and development
Total

Enterprise strength
Weight of the component Assessment of the component

Component value

Variables identified
by artificial
intelligence

1

Tab.2: Table of important components representing the enterprise strength.
Number of components and their meaning is defined by company characteristics but we can
also define common components relating to most of existing companies, mentioned in the tables. For
this reason, we will design the system as an open system with the possibility of completion of basic
tables by specific company components. The components of a particular company are defined by
expert knowledge of management.
The identification of component values means that we have to determine weights of
components and assessment of components. Weights of components are determined in accordance
with the branch of the company activity and experts will have to predefine these weights of
components for and analytical application.
Because of making use of three data sources for identification of component value, we have to
use three separate analytical methods. Three identified kinds of information representing component
values will be aggregated in the aggregation module and the result of this aggregation will be the total
component value. Three separate analytical methods will exploit methods of artificial intelligence. In
the following parts, I will describe the application of the three methods of soft computing for
identification of some component values.
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2.1

Identification of the market growth rate by the fuzzy expert system

The market growth rate is one of the main indicators and we use this indicator e.g. in BCG
matrix. Evaluation of the market growth rate depends on the defined interpretation of the vague
description of market growth rate. We define the numerical description at interval <-3,3> and the
method of the artificial intelligence will define the precise value of the market growth rate within the
defined range. Fuzzy logic allows to interpret the expert’s vague description of output quantity by
linguistic table 3.
Linguistic value
Creation of a new market
Very good
Good
No
Bad
Very bad
Loss of market

Abbreviation
UP
VG
G
N
B
VB
LO

Tab.3: Linguistic divide of market growth rate.
The mentioned way of description of market growth rate allows reflection of not only the
simple growth or decline of the market growth rate but also the quality during the measured period.
For example, we can use the linguistic description also for consideration and definition of accepting or
inadvisability of seasonal swings and short term swings.
We can use the percentage change as an input quantity for block of identification because
percentage change suitably represents the change of client’s interest in our products or services in a
specific branch of activity. As the information about only one percentage change is insufficient for
identification of market growth rate, we have to use series of percentage changes. I will use two
successive measured values of the percentage change because two successive values are sufficient for
identification of the change rate. We assume the short period of two successive months for
identification of values ∆1 and ∆2. Value ∆1 represents the percentage change of client’s interest during
previous month and ∆2 represents the percentage change during the present month. The mentioned
input values might be theoretically inside an interval from -100% to +∞ and for this interval we have
to define linguistic division described by fuzzy sets mentioned in table 4.
Linguistic value
Very highly positive
Highly positive
Positive
Zero
Negative
Highly negative
Very highly negative

Abbreviation
VHP
HP
P
Z
N
HN
VHN

Tab.4: Linguistic division of percentage change of client’s interest.
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Fig.5: Linguistic division of market growth rate.
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Fig.6: Linguistic division of the percentage change of client’s interest.
Before completing the rule base, we have to define the distribution of membership functions
for the normalized universe. The values of distribution are defined according to the expert’s
experience and knowledge. For mathematical description of membership functions, I will use triangleshaped graphs because this type can be simply described, Fig.5 and Fig.6. We described all
membership functions only by linear sections and these membership functions are mapped in the
whole area of the normalized universe represented by only one graph.
If we define the description and mapping of membership functions, we can define rules for
filling of rule base. For example, I will formulate the rule “if ∆1= Z and ∆2 = HP then h = G“ and
linguistically it is described by the statement : If the percentage change during the previous month
was undetected and during the present month the client’s interest increased a lot, we suppose that the
market growth rate is “Good”. The complete set of all 49 fuzzy logic rules “if-then“ is described by
table 5.
∆1
VHP
∆2
VHP UP
HP
UP
P
VG
Z
G
N
G
HN
N
VHN N

HP
UP
UP
G
G
N
N
B

P
UP
VG
G
N
N
B
B

Z
VG
G
N
N
B
VB
VB

N
VG
G
N
N
B
VB
LO

HN
G
N
N
B
B
VB
LO

VHN
N
N
B
B
VB
LO
LO

Tab.5: Table of all fuzzy logic rules.
For the determination of output variable of the market growth rate we have to design an
inference mechanism. We will use Mamdani implication for determination of output represented by
single output fuzzy set and for defuzzification of this output fuzzy set I will use one of the most
common methods: middle of maximum, centroid, largest of maximum. The method of defuzzification
transforms the output fuzzy set to crisp output variable value h. The crisp output variable will be
subsequently transferred from the block of identification to the block of aggregation. The aggregation
block will determine the final value h as a result of an aggregation of three separately defined values h
by identification blocks of information from internet, business system and human experts. The
described method of identification uses fuzzy sets and this designed principle of analysis represents a
typical example of application of fuzzy expert system.
The advantage of the mentioned data processing is the possibility to apply this method of
artificial intelligence to all blocks of identification of information from internet, business system and
human experts. In case of application to an analysis of data from the business system, data
representing an interest of clients will be evaluated. These measured data are the data about purchase
orders, purchase and sale of specific product groups and the interest of customers for specific services
in relation to specific product groups. In case of application of the fuzzy expert system for the analysis
of data from internet data about visit rate of specific product pages will be evaluated, or the number of
searchings of specific products by a search engine or the number of clicks into banner representing
particular product. All the mentioned indices have to be converted into the percentage before entering
the blocks of identification.
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2.2

Identification of the quality of a product by neural network

The evaluation of quality of products can be realized by an automatic cognitive process. The
cognitive system has to use methods of artificial intelligence as are neural networks. The evaluation of
quality of a product depends on the defined interpretation of vague description. We define the
numerical description at the interval <-3,3> with the intervals of one. The method of artificial
intelligence will define the crisp value of the quality of the product within the defined range. The
source information to neural network system will be data acquired by internet, human experts or from
business system. However, we have to use normalization of all neural network input data to the same
grid interval for ensuring the objectiveness of all information.
From the mentioned pre-requisite it is evident that the proposed neural network will have one
output neuron in the output layer. The total number of input neurons in the input layer will be defined
by the number of input variable quantities specified by a human expert. The total number of layers of
the proposed neural network has to be optimized according to specified number of input and output
neurons.
If we understand the product quality as characteristics representing the rate of customers'
satisfaction, we can use these input data to blocks of identification for identification of this
information:
• Information about ratio of sales returns from the total number of the sold goods of the same
kind. - RR
• The ratio of our sold goods of the same kind from the total number of sold goods of all
producers and the same category. - RO
• Information about our goods from customers and internet visitors. Visitors will evaluate our
product by evaluation weight on the defined scale implemented in internet dialogue banner.
- EV
• Evaluation and reviews of our products in professional and specialized media. This
information has to be analyzed by our experts and subsequently transformed to the defined
scale. - EP

The described information about four characteristics of the product will be input data to neural
network, Fig.7.
RR
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PRODUCT
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QUALITY

EP
Input
layer

Hidden
layers

Output
layer

Fig.7: Designed BP neural network architecture.
We can describe the designed set of input-outputs by a practice table of patterns which is used
for training of neural network, Tab.6. The patterns designed by human experts according to required
results of problem solving by learned neural network, Tab.6.
The first practice table for training of neural network can contain only patterns which will be
defined by human experts but for future trainings we will extend the truth table by new data from other
information resources and equivalent cases. In this way we will each time use only actual truth table
for training of neural network. The designed neural network will have four input neurons and one
output neuron. The number of hidden layers and their number of neurons will depend on actual
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number of patterns. Initially we will use neural network with only one hidden layer with five neurons
and during extension of the truth table we will also extend number of hidden layers and their neurons.
For the creation of neural network we will use any suitable software application, e.g. NeuroShell,
MatLab and others.
Input set
RR
%
0
2
4
6
10
20
50
100

RO
%
5
10
30
50
100
50
20
0

EV
5
5
5
4
4
3
1
0

Output set
Product quality
+3
+3
+2
+2
+1
-2
-3
-3

EP
5
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

Tab.6: Designed practice table of patterns for training of neural network.
The trained neural network will able to self-analyze input data from external information
sources and according to these data and actual structure of neural network, it will determine output
variable representing the value of product quality.
For the final determination of the value of product quality, we have to aggregate the
determined values from three separated described neural network analytical blocks for analyzing
information from internet, business system and human experts.
2.3

Identification of market share by neural network

The method for evaluation of market share for BCG matrix will be analogical to the proposed
method for analysis of product quality. The evaluation of market share depends on defined
interpretation of vague description. We have to define the numerical description at interval <-3,3>
stepping up by one. The method of artificial intelligence will define crisp value of the market share
within the defined range. The source information to neural network system will again be data acquired
by internet, human experts or from business system.
The neural network will have one output neuron in the output layer. The total number of input
neurons in the input layer will be defined by the number of input variable quantities specified by
human experts.
If we consider the market share as characteristics representing the value of share of our sold
goods of the same kind out of the total number of sold goods of all producers and the same category,
we can use these input data for identification of this information to identification blocks:
• Ratio of our sold goods of the same kind out of the total number of sold goods of all
producers of the same category. - RO
• Ratio of sold goods of all producers of the same category corresponding with the monitored
kind of our goods out of the total number of sold goods of the same category and sold
goods which can be a potential substitute. - RT
RO

MARKET

RT

SHARE

Input
layer

Hidden
layers

Output
layer

Fig.8: Proposed BP neural network architecture.
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For exploitation of all advantages of expert systems I chose more complex way of analysis. The
proposed analytic neural network also will enable to consider the potential substitute and qualities of
neural network are also predefined by knowledge and experience of human experts. If we do not have
valid information, we can use only one the RO input.
We can describe the designed set of inputs RO/RT and numerical output by truth table of
patterns which we use for training of neural network, Tab.7.
RT
0
10
25
50
70
90
100

RO

0
-3
-3
-3
-2
-2
-2

10
-3
-3
-2
-2
-1
-1

25
-2
-2
-1
-1
0
0

50
-1
-1
0
+1
+1
+2

70
0
+1
+2
+2
+3
+2

90
+1
+2
+2
+3
+3
+3

100
+1
+2
+3
+3
+3
+3

Tab.7: Designed truth table of patterns for training of neural network.
The designed truth table has 42 rules representing patterns for training of neural network. The
patterns are designed by human experts according to required results of problem solving by learned
neural network. The designed neural network will have two input neurons, one output neuron and only
one hidden layer with eight neurons. For creating the neural network, we will use some suitable
software application, e.g. NeuroShell, MatLab and others.
For the final determination of value of product quality, we have to also aggregate determined
values from three separated described neural network analytical blocks for analysis of information
from internet, business system and human experts.
2.4

Application of genetic algorithms for analysis of costs

We can apply genetic algorithms directly for identification optimal states or when we need to
compare various and different states. For example, we can use genetic algorithms for maximization of
profit, optimal path calculation, clustering analysis, etc. We can use clustering analysis in economics
for solving several problems, for example assessment of our costs compared with costs of competitive
producers. Furthermore, for clustering, we can use a lot of analytical mathematic methods but I will
focus on application of method exploiting the theory of soft computing.
Clustering analysis or unsupervised classification of data items into clusters, can reveal some
intrinsic structures among data. The intrinsic structures like the number of clusters, point prototypes or
cluster centers are one of the key issues in data mining and other exploratory data analyses. In this
part, I will describe the application of genetic algorithms for determination of cluster centers. The
problem of solution is more dimensional because input can contain arbitrary number of variables. In
our case, the input to analytical block will be represented by the set of data concerning our costs and
costs of competitive producers. These input data will be classified into seven cluster classes, described
by numerical values at the interval <-3,3>. The set of costs marked by value -3 will represent
companies with very high costs and vice versa set marked by value +3 will represent companies with
very low production costs.
The flexibility associated with GA is one important aspect to bear in mind. With the same
genome representation and just by changing the fitness function one can have a different algorithm. In
the case of spatial analysis, this is particularly important since one can try different fitness functions in
an exploratory phase (SEKAJ, 2004).
The genetic algorithm minimizes the square error of the cluster dispersion. The square error
criterion represents the value of fitness function of an individual in the population. We calculate
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fitness function as the square of sums of distances of vectors of objects (costs) to seven centroids of
clusters (costs prototype).
c

n

J 1 = ∑∑ Dik2 (vi , x k ) ,

(5)

i =1 k =1

c=7 is the number of vectors representing centroids of clusters and n is the total number of vectors of
objects. Dik(vi,xk) is the distance of the vector of objects (costs) xk to i-th centroid of cluster (costs
prototype). Optimization function of one individual is
n

R1 = ∑ min {D1k , D2 k ,..., Dck } .

(6)

k =1

The set of individuals in the population is a chromosome in which forms of genes represent
characteristics of centroids of clusters. The algorithm for solution of clustering analysis can have many
alternatives of solution I will describe one of these approaches:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Enter m number of individuals.
Randomly initialize c characteristics of seven centroids of clusters.
Calculate Rm for each population member.
Convert population members to binary gray codes.
For i = 1 to q number of generations Do :
• Use k-fold tournament selection (default k=2) to select P/2 parent pairs for reproduction.
• Do two point crossover and bitwise mutation on each feature of the parent pairs.
• Calculate Rm for each population member.
• Create the new generation of size P from 2 best members of the previous generation and
the best children that resulted from crossover and mutation.
6) Provide the cluster centers for the terminal population members with the best (smallest) Rm.

We will use the mentioned algorithm to find seven centroids of clusters. Every cluster center will be
represented by specific characteristics of objects in the particular cluster. For identification of our costs
compared with costs of competitive producers, we have to identify the cluster in which is the object
representing our costs. We will compare the found cluster with another six clusters and according to
the outcome we will mark the cluster by numerical value at interval <-3,3>. These seven values will
represent seven different sizes of costs (costs effectiveness). We will also identify which cluster has
biggest number of objects (representing costs of companies), which companies have efficient or
inefficient production and costs differences of cluster centers.
In this analysis I will not use aggregation of knowledge because I will use for analysis only
data stored in one database representing information source. In this database data about costs of our
and competitive producers will be stored. These data will be obtained from our business system,
internet and other external sources.
2.5

The outline of methods for identification of components and final product portfolio
analysis

For every component I will use specific adjusted method of soft computing. We can show the
outline of preferred methods for all the mentioned components:
Fuzzy logic:
- Growth rate of market,
- Volume of market,
- Inflation,
- State regulation,
- Company location,
- Gross income in past,
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-

Growth of market share,
Loyalty of clients,
System of distribution,
Standard of marketing,
Technological capabilities.

Neural networks:
- Quality of products,
- Periodicity and seasonality of market,
- Technological requirements,
- Primary commodities costs,
- Economic swing,
- Market share,
- Efficiency of production.
Genetic algorithms:
- Our costs in face of costs of competitors,
- Level of financial resources,
- Research and development.
The type of artificial intelligence method for identification of a particular component was defined
according to characteristics of this component and the expert experience. For some components, we
can use more identification methods and these methods can work as mutually supported. For example
we can identify the market share by learned neural network and information about this component can
be subsequently used for identification of the growth of market share by fuzzy logic. Fuzzy sets will
be primarily used for solving of linguistic vague problems. On the other hand, I will apply neural
network for analyses of more numerical described problems and genetic algorithms will be used for
comparison of numerically described data or looking for an optimal path.
By the above mentioned methods for identification of components we determine assessment of
these components. For defining total component value, identified assessment of components and
weight of components defined by human experts has to be multiplied. The sum of the component
values indicates industry attractiveness and enterprise strength. For simplification of understanding for
common users of application, graphic representation is used, Fig.9, of values from the calculation table
of components, Tab.1 and Tab.2.
+100%

High
Medium
Low
Industry
Attractiveness

-100%

0%

Leader

Growth

Improve or Quit

Try Harder

Proceed with Care

Phased Withdrawal

Cash Generation

Phased Withdrawal

Withdrawal

High

Medium
Enterprise Strength

Low

+100%

0%

-100%

Fig.9: Business Strategy Matrix.
The subset of solving the business strategy matrix problem is solving of BCG matrix. From the
previous solution, only two analyses using soft computing methods will be used for creation of BCG
matrix. Neural network will identify the relative market share and fuzzy logic will identify the market
growth rate. Both methods will exploit human experts´ knowledge for filling and setting of
procedures. The output will represent numerical values that are to be used for display of position of
our product on BCG matrix, Fig.10.
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Fig.10: The BCG Growth / Market Share Portfolio Matrix.
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STEP analysis

In the part dedicated to the theory of STEP analysis I described ways and means of solution of
this analysis. In this chapter I will focus on application of soft computing method on problem of STEP
analysis. Before the analysis we have to identify all important values by which we can determine
individual factors. Again, at first I will use identification of information from separated data sources
and subsequently I will use aggregation of this information from internet, human experts and business
IS for determination of the total component values. Based on the total component values, all individual
factors will be determined. For the identification of component values we will use methods I have
applied also for the identification of component values of the product portfolio analysis. These
methods are: fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms and neural network. By sequential analyses of all factors
we will obtain the entire report of all values representing factors. Furthermore, the system will classify
these factors to summarize the threats/opportunities according to the importance of detected values.
For the subsequent analysis of the acquired information we can use different ways which
depend on type of data requirement and analyses objectives. The factor values can be analyzed by
managers or experts or we can apply another way of automatic analysis. The obtained information also
can represent the input data to the block of SWOT analysis which will use aggregation information for
acquisition of new information. A hierarchic model of solution is shown in the Fig.11.
Measurable quantities
identified from business IT
system and internet

Numerical evaluation of
situations be experts

Identification of factor values from
separate information resources
Aggregation of identified values from separate information
resources and determination of total factor values

Determination of characteristics of
S, T, E and P factor sets

SWOT
analysis

Identification of
threats/opportunities

Fig.11: Hierarchic model of STEP analysis solution.
For example, in the view of the fact that company wants to extend foreign sales, we have to
invest to the development of internet presentation and internet shop. Company primarily has to
improve the internet presentation in languages of potential customers in the destination countries.
From this point of view, firstly we have to perform the analysis of the risk rate of investment to the
new environment for identification of threats/opportunities.
To determine characteristics of S, T, E and P areas for our case, first we have to find out values
of individual factors. The summary of these factors is in the Fig.12.
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Set of Economical factors

Set of Political factors

• home economy situation
• home economy trends
• general taxation issues
• taxation specific to produkt
• taxation specific to services
• customer/end-user drivers

• current legislation home market
• future legislation
• regulatory bodies and processes
• government policie
• government term and change

Set of Socio-Cultural factors

COMPANY

• lifestyle trends
• demographics
• media views
• fashion and role models
• major events and influences
• ethnic/religious factors

Technological factors
• information technology
• communications technology
• information systems
• Impact of new transfer
technology

Fig.12: Sets of external factors.
For the identification of the factor values, we have to create a sophistic structure of solution of
an analytical problem. The input information to this structure will also be from different data sources
and for final definition of the total factor values we will use data aggregation. Our designed program
has to be universal and applicable to all companies so we have to implement analytical methods to the
application, for identification of all factors Users will be able to choose relevant factors for analyses by
a programmed window menu.
For the identification of threats/opportunities of foreign sales have to be determined all four
sets of S,T,E and P factors of STEP analysis. For example, I am going to describe the method of
identification of one technological factor value that is important for foreign sales of company, Fig.12.
The knowledge of technological factors is important especially for design of internet presentation and
e-shop. Further, identified factor values are important for local production decisions and ways of
delivery of our products to foreign customers.
We assume that the identification of the value of the factor “information technology” for the
determination of which we have to analyze number of specific indices. These indices represent the
situation of the monitored sphere and for “information technology” abroad are:
• Quantity of people with internet access.
1. From business system – percentage of population, found by statistical research.
• Quantity of PC users.
1. From business system – percentage of population, found by statistical research.
• Quantity of DVD player users.
1. From business system – percentage of population, found by statistical research.
2. From internet – percentage of visitors of our internet pages, found by statistical research.
• Increase of use of internet over last year.
1. From business system – percentage of population, found by statistical research.
2. From expert evaluation – estimation of percentage increase of internet use in the
population which has interest in our goods.
• Interest of population in our sphere of action.
1. From internet – percentage of queries from the total number of queries entering search
portal and relating to our offered range of goods.
2. From expert evaluation – estimation of percentage of population which is interested in
our offered range of goods.

From the presented summary of quantities it is evident that for identification of the value of the
“information technology” factor, we will use eight indices aggregated to five quantities. The indices
will be acquired from all three information resources – internet, human experts, business IT system.
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We can also use other nominal indices but I regard the summary mentioned above as sufficient. The
factor will be described by numerical value at interval <0,100>. The higher value represents a good
condition of investment risk and low value represents a bad condition of the investment risk. This
vague description will be represented by linguistic values – no risk (NR), very low risk (VLR), low
risk (LR), medium risk (MR), high risk (HR), very high risk (VHR), investment impossible (II).
According to human expert knowledge and experience, we designed a table of linguistic description
(DOSTÁL, 2002), Tab.8.
Linguistic
description
NR
VLR
LR
MR
HR
VHR
II

Factor
„information
technology“
[%]
100
66
48
30
17
8
0

Quantity of
people with
internet
access [%]
100
50
35
20
15
5
0

Quantity
of PC
users
[%]
100
70
50
30
20
15
10

Quantity of
DVD players
users [%]

Increase of
internet over
last year [%]

100
60
40
30
20
15
10

30
20
10
7
5
0
-5

Interest of
population in
our sphere of
action [%]
70
50
30
20
10
5
0

Tab.8: Human experts described input-output.
From the mentioned linguistic description it is evident that we will use fuzzy logic theory for solving
this problem because other mathematic descriptions are problematic for application. Fuzzy sets require
all input variables to be normalized in the same interval <0,1>. This adjusted table of input-output is:
Linguistic
description
NR
VLR
LR
MR
HR
VHR
II

Factor
„information
technology“
[-]
1
0,66
0,48
0,3
0,17
0,8
0

Quantity of
people with
internet
access [-]
1
0,5
0,35
0,2
0,15
0,05
0

Quantity
of PC
users
[-]
1
0,66
0,44
0,33
0,11
0,06
0

Quantity of
DVD player
users [-]

Increase of
internet over
last year [-]

1
0,55
0,33
0,22
0,11
0,06
0

1
0,71
0,43
0,34
0,29
0,14
0

Interest of
population in
our sphere of
action [-]
1
0,71
0,43
0,29
0,14
0,07
0

Tab.9: Normalized table of input-output.
Now we can use means of artificial intelligence. If we use fuzzy logic, we can define
distribution of membership functions at normalized universe and define rules for filling of rule base. If
we use neural network we can train neural network according to the patterns for training that are
evident from the Tab.9 and identified by this table. After training of neural network the expert system
will deduce values representing condition of investment risk according to the set of input values.
If we continue to calculate, for numerical solution we have to normalize the output to the
interval from 0% to 100% for suitable representation of output investment risk by percentage. The sum
of all maximal normalized input values from the Tab.9 is 5. This value will correspond with the
percentage sum and value of this sum has to be 100%. If we assume that every input variable has an
equivalent weight, we can multiply every input variable by 20. The modified table of the output with
the normalized variable is Tab.10.
By this matrix and present state table of input values, we can determine the percentage value of
output investment risk of one factor (information technology).
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Linguistic
description
NR
VLR
LR
MR
HR
VHR
II

Quantity of
people with
internet access
20
16,7
13,3
10
6,6
3,3
0

Quantity of
PC users
20
16,7
13,3
10
6,6
3,3
0

Quantity of
DVD player
users
20
16,7
13,3
10
6,6
3,3
0

Increase of
internet over last
year
20
16,7
13,3
10
6,6
3,3
0

Interest of
population in our
sphere of action
20
16,7
13,3
10
6,6
3,3
0

Tab.10: Modified table of the output with the normalized variable.
As an example of the solution of identification investment risk, we assume the identified actual
values: the quantity of people with an internet access - 20%, quantity of PC users - 30%, quantity of
DVD player users - 20%, increase of internet over last year - 20% and interest of population in our
sphere of action - 50%. This up-to-date state table of input values is:
Linguistic
description
NR
VLR
LR
MR
HR
VHR
II

Quantity of
people with
internet access

1

Quantity of
PC users

Quantity of
DVD
player users

Increase of
internet over
last year

Interest of
population in our
sphere of action

1

1

1
1

Tab.11: Up-to -date state table of input values
For the calculation by mentioned transformation procedure, we can use formula:
Investment risk of IT = 10 + 10 + 6,6 + 16,7 + 16,7 = 60%.
The calculated value of investment risk is between the linguistic description “low risk” (LR) and “very
low risk” (VLR) in the information technology sphere. For this way of calculation, we can use also
simple software products, as Microsoft Excel.
The same way of calculation will be used for identification of all factors but each factor will be
determined by different set of input variables. On the basis of identified factors, we can determine the
investment risk values of all four sets of S, T, E and P factors. For example, for the identification of
the investment risk of “Technological factors” we again will create the table of input-output. The
output will be in interval <0,100>, with the suitable representation of investment risk by percentage.
High value will represent good condition of investment risk and low value will represent bad condition
of investment risk. This vague description will be represented by linguistic values – no risk (NR), very
low risk (VLR), low risk (LR), medium risk (MR), high risk (HR), very high risk (VHR), investment
impossible (II). According to human expert knowledge and experience, we designed a table of
linguistic description, Tab.12. The input to the expert system will be identified by values of factors
from the previous calculations.
If we do not use the means of artificial intelligence (neural network or fuzzy logic), we will
normalize the output in the interval from 0% to 100% for suitable representation of output investment
risk by percentage. The sum of all four maximal normalized input values from the table 13 must be
100%. We assume that every input variable has an equivalent weight and then every value of the input
variable is 25. The modified table of output with the normalized variable is Tab.13.
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Linguistic
description
NR
VLR
LR
MR
HR
VHR
II

TECHNOLOG.
FACTORS
100
83
67
50
33
17
0

Inform.
technology [%]
100
83
67
50
33
17
0

Inform.
systems [%]
100
83
67
50
33
17
0

Communicat.
technology [%]
100
83
67
50
33
17
0

Impact of new
transfer technol. [%]
100
83
67
50
33
17
0

Tab.12: Input-output described by human experts.
Linguistic
description
NR
VLR
LR
MR
HR
VHR
II

Inform.
technology [%]
25
20,8
16,7
12,5
8,3
4,2
0

Inform.
systems [%]
25
20,8
16,7
12,5
8,3
4,2
0

Communicat.
technology [%]
25
20,8
16,7
12,5
8,3
4,2
0

Impact of new transfer
technology [%]
25
20,8
16,7
12,5
8,3
4,2
0

Tab.13: Modified table of output with the normalized variable.
By this matrix and the up-to-date state table of input values we will determine the total
percentage of the value of output investment risk of technological factors. For simplified example of
the calculation of the identification of investment risk I use the identified up-to-date values:
information technology - 67%, communication technology - 67%, information systems - 50% and
impact of new transfer technology - 67%. This up-to-date state table of input values is:
Linguistic
description
NR
VLR
LR
MR
HR
VHR
II

Inform.
technology [%]

Inform.
systems [%]

1

Communicat.
technology [%]

Impact of new transfer
technology [%]

1

1

1

Tab.14: Up-to-date state table of input values.
For the calculation by means of the mentioned transform procedure we can use formula:
Investment risk of set of T = 16,7 + 12,5 + 16,7 + 16,7 = 62,6%.
The calculated value of investment risk of the set of technological factors is between linguistic
description “medium risk” (MR) and “low risk” (LR) in technological sphere. We can say that the
state of technological factors is good.
In this way we identified the total value of investment risk of linguistically described
technological factors. The same way of calculation will be used for identification of all four remaining
sets of S, T, E and P factors. I applied fuzzy logic theory to this problem because other mathematic
methods are problematic for the calculation and analysis of the vague description of the situation.
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4

SWOT analysis

The block of SWOT analysis will only divide acquired information from analytical blocks to
two sets. The first set will represent factors with negative characteristics, the second set will represent
factors with positive characteristics. Subsets of these sets are:
Set of factors with negative characteristics
- Subset of strong points,
- Subset of opportunities.
Set of factors with positive characteristics
- Subset of weak points,
- Subset of threats.
For the system it is not problem of evaluation of the acquired information and dividing this
information to the sets of positives/negatives. A problem for the system is dividing information to
subsets. However, this task, difficult for the system, is a very simple task for human users. Via user
interface, human experts can predefine factors which will be in subset of opportunities/threats or in
subset of strong/weak points. For this division of factors, users can also use other simple programs as
is Microsoft Excel.

5

Balanced Scorecard

The analytical system exploiting Balanced Scorecard method for the support of strategic
management unites activities of all company units to four perspectives that are in line with the
corporate strategy. In the proposal of the system we assume that all activities down to level of the
single employee activity influence the development of company. In this part I will not deal with the
complete implementation of the proposal of the new BSC system in detail, I will only focus on
proposing analytical methods supporting decision-making process of management by IS. Therefore,
we will design an analytical method for identification of indices because the BSC method is objective
only on condition that the input information about strategy is transparent and measurable. The
completion of the gap between the corporate strategy and operative management which uses
measurability indices is in the figure 13. The figure also shows questions on individual management
levels.
What do we like to
obtain?

What indices and ways do we
have to use for measurement
of the strategy?

VISION

STRATEGY

What strategy do we use for
achievement of the vision?

Balanced Scorecard
Factors represent innovations
and information about workers

Financial
factors

Internal
factors

OPERATIVE LEVEL

Customers and
market factors

What steps do we have
to take for achievement
of the strategy?

Fig.13: Level of use of Balanced Scorecard.
From the mentioned overview of sets of indices it is evident that most of these indices are
simultaneously analyzed in other analytical blocks, e.g. the block of STEP analysis or the block of
product portfolio analysis. The outcomes identified by these methods represent indices that can be also
use in the BSC block. So we can exploit the identified indices in BSC block and this BSC block will
act only as an identification of unidentified indices from previous methods. If we do not use other
analytical methods, we will design a BSC block for identification and analysis of all necessary indices.
The block diagram of the co-operation of all analytical methods is in Fig.14.
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External knowledge

A.I. analytical modul
STEP

Expert
knowledge

BCG

BSC

SWOT

Management of company
defined strategy
Fig.14: Diagram of analytical solution.
The diagram of analytical solution shows that the BSC block will also use the information
identified by other analytical methods for composition of the general scheme of policy and
development of company and environment. The information represented in this way will be more
transparent for the management of company. I suppose that all important information about the present
state of company will be determined by the previous analysis and only some indices will represent the
time-related behaviour of the company and lower parts will identified in the BSC block. By
subsequent comparison of the time indices we can identify efficiency and profitability of all company
units participating in implementation of the company policy. For identification of the situation of a
unit the same methods will be used as those used for identification of the situation of the whole
company. The problem of this solution will be prediction of trends and interactions among the units of
the company. For the identification of changes of values of indices as a consequence of changes of the
values of other indices we have to use special methods which make catching hidden relationships
possible and allow predictions. On the basis of these requirements, we have to use methods of artificial
intelligence because other mathematical methods are difficult to apply.
5.1

Estimation of indices

In BSC analysis we will identify factors of four described perspectives. These factors are:
Factors representing innovations and information about workers:
• turnover per one worker,
• share of new products in turnover,
• use of the effect of experience and training effect,
• access to strategic information.
Factors of this prospect define areas for improvement of processes so that the vision of
investors and customers is fulfilled.
Internal factors:
• growth of research and development,
• speed of processes,
• efficiency of production,
• standard of distribution network,
• protection of environment.
The prospect of internal corporate processes defines areas for improvement of processes so that
the vision of investors and customers is executed.
Customers and market factors:
• attractiveness of products,
• market share,
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•
•
•
•
•

growth of sales,
satisfaction of customers,
satisfaction of businessmen,
growth of company in new markets,
growth of company in older markets.

Factors represent mainly behaviour and presentation of company in front of customers and
business partners.
Financial factors:
• net profit,
• profit margin in comparison with competition,
• cost reduction in comparison with plan,
• sales,
• costs,
• cash flow.
Financial prospects define the rate of satisfaction of investors according to anticipated and real
economical income statement.
If we choose suitable factors, we can create by these factors a diagram of cohesion of strategy
and relationship between these indices. By means of this diagram we will have the possibility of
monitoring the interaction between chosen indices and their prediction. Experience from the
application of BSC determinates that for effective management and analysis we have to choose from 5
to 7 indices, even if the selection of the most important indices is very difficult. By application of the
described methods, management can monitor these areas:
• evaluation of key factors,
• determination of causes of changes and their description by values of indices,
• determination of indices representing consequences of changes.

For monitoring of the coherence of company's strategy, I chose nine most important indices:

Factors representing
innovations and
information about
workers

Customers and
market factors

Internal factors

Financial
factors

growth of
sales

share of new
products in turnover

efficiency of
production

access to
strategic
infromation

standard of
distribution
network

market
share
attractiveness
of products

net
profit
cost reduction
in comparison
with plan

Fig.15: Diagram of pursuance of strategy and relationship between indices.
The designed diagram (NIRMUL, 2005) represents the assumed relationship between the
indices. For prediction of indices, we have to use stored data in the database system of company. The
stored data represent not only up-to-date values of indices but also contain information about previous
trends of values of indices and human expert’s information. For analyzing these stored data, we can
use the method of artificial intelligence as neural network or fuzzy logic (DOSTÁL, 2002). The
following diagram of relationship between indices exploits neural network:
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Every predicted result by NN can
by replaced by real measured value.
For example the “market share”.

share of new
products in
turnover

growth of
sales
NN

efficiency of
production

NN
NN
access to
strategic
infromation

real
measured
value

NN

standard of
distribution
network

NN

NN

market
share
attractiveness
of products

NN

net
profit

NN
cost reduction
in comparison
with plan
NN

Fig.16: Analytical diagram of forward going pursuance of strategy and relationship between indices.
The designed structure uses neural network for analyses of value changes providing that some
values changes occur. The diagram of pursuance of strategy and relationship between indices is
designed as going forward. This arrangement allows only evaluation of value changes of indices which
are situated on the right side from changed index. If we request evaluation of indices situated on the
left side from the changes, we would have to use backward arrangement. All neural network modules
use very simple neural networks which have maximum two input neurons and one output neuron.
For the creation of neural network I use commercially available applications as are NeuroShell
or NeuroStock which gather information from the database of company for training of neural
networks. After learning neural networks, we will identify value changes of indices. For managers of
company financial indices are most interesting and that is why these indices are situated quite on the
left side of the forward going trip chain.
However, the designed model had some limits. The analytical system will work very well only
when input values of indices are included in the training set. If these new data are not included in the
training set, we would have to re-learn the neural network for this new data because of elimination of
eventual errors. For elimination of this problem, training sets will be loaded with data from human
experts and other analogical problems. Nevertheless, if we use neural network for analyzing data that
are not included in the training set, this analytical system will have sufficient accuracy because neural
networks allow estimation of values. This last advantage is the main reason for the application of
artificial intelligence to this problem.
We must add that the designed system can look very complicated at the first sight, but the used
neural networks only substitute other mathematical methods that are used in analogical applications
today. Therefore the system uses analogical structure but also exploits advantages of neural network.
We will eliminate the system complexity by appropriate option of low number of chosen indices and
in this the way system will be transparent without redundant information.
5.2

Prediction of trends of indices

The previous scheme allows direct identification of values of indices providing that change of
some values of indices in the chain occur. For the prediction of trends of indices can not be only used
an input of momentary value to neural network but we have to analyze the time series representing
previous sequence of values of the analyzed index.
A great advantage of neural networks is the ability to learn according to patterns. After
learning, neural networks are able to represent and reflect hidden and strong nonlinear behaviour and
relations with disturbance in the training set (OBITKO, 2004).
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window of time series

time series

output – predict value

input

neural netw ork

Fig.17: Analysis of time series by neural network.
The prediction of time series can be realized only by trained neural network. For the training
neural network, past time interval of behaviour of monitored quantity will be used. Neural network
will learn according to the past time series representing the training set of input/output. Past time series
will represent the input data and time series in future will be expected as output information. This way
of learning of neural network is called learning with teacher and we will fill the teaching set for
learning only with relevant values. For prediction, we can use different sorts of neural network as are
backpropagation NN, ART NN, Markovov’s NN, etc. I choose backpropagation NN because this sort
of NN is integrated into almost all special software applications.
We will create a training set directly from the time series. The input will be a certain number of
measured values of indicators and the desired output will be a certain number of measured values of
indicators in a predefined distance from the input time series. The input part of the time series is called
a window and the output part of the time series is a predicted value. We create items of the training set
by shifts of this window in the time series. If we require a sequence of predicted values (i.e. trend) we
will also use for the output more values from the window of time series. For testing we will have to
keep part of measured past time series. That means we will not use this chosen time series as items of
the training sets but we will use this part of time series for checking of how much the neural network
has learned.

first item of training set

testing part of tim e
series

second item of training set
w indow

Fig.18: Creation of items of the training set.
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We will divide acquired time series from the database machine into learning series, validation
series and testing series. These three series will partially overlap each other. We will use learning
series as a data sequence for learning and modifying of neural network. Validation series will be used
for determination of deviation. This deviation will be calculated as a diversity between answers to
validation series of neural network and real output included in validation series. We will use this
calculated deviation as criterion for the end of learning. We will use testing series for testing of
learned neural network after the learning is finished. This set will simulate future values that have not
been seen by neural network in the process of learning. I can tell that learning sets are for the
identification of model, validation series is for model checking and testing series for usability test of
the model.
all data of tim e series

validation tim e series

learning tim e series

testing tim e series

Fig.19: Layout of learning series, validation series and testing series.
In the described way, the learned and tested neural network will be able to predict the values of
indicators. We will feed the windows of time series (past and present time series of values) into input
of neural network and these NN will compute output values representing predicted values or future
trends (sequence of values). Furthermore, we must mention the application of fuzzy sets to neural
network system. If we use fuzzy sets, we will use more advantages of human expert’s knowledge. I
designed a neural network expert system because of an autonomous system of action and simple
adjustment. Generally, we can use the designed procedure for estimation of future values or trends of
different factors. The only necessary condition for using this method is the existence of sufficient
accuracy of values in the past time series and sufficient size of this time series (i.e. training set) stored
in the database system of our IS (NOVÁK, 1992).
Furthermore I must say that the designed methods and procedures for the BCG analysis of
factors will support each other and can be combined. Then the analytical system of estimation of the
factors will at the same time work as a multiagent system where some inputs to subsystems are outputs
(estimated factors) from other subsystems and vice versa.

6

Conclusion

The article, devoted to a prospective use of AI in IS, is describing the contemporary situation in
the use of BI methods in the field of strategic management of companies and organizations. For the
analysis of the obtained information, several methods using the artificial intelligence were proposed.
After practical implementation and testing the applications, I assume that they will get part of OLAP.
The suggested system will be based mainly on prospective methods of soft computing, i.e. neuron
networks, genetic algorithms and fuzzy entities. Whereas I assume that the application of some
proposed methods of artificial intelligence will be so complicated that the use of combination with
classical mathematical methods using an expert knowledge in production tasks and common
mathematical methods used in already established applications of OLAP system is assumed at the
beginning.
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